would lead to the extinction of civilization, and that is
what is at stake in Ukraine.
Voice of Russia: What can you say about these reports of the U.S. and EU that they are preparing a financial aid package for Ukraine? Why do you think America and Europe are so eager to help Ukraine and what is
actually behind this support?
Zepp-LaRouche: I don’t think they are eager to
help Ukraine at all, because I think that if Ukraine
would have signed the EU Association Agreement, it
would have suffered the same treatment like Southern Europe, and you can only look at what is the
effect of the Troika policy in Greece, Italy, Spain, and
Portugal, and then you can see that Ukraine would have
absolutely had no advantage by joining the EU agreement, and it was a lifesaver for Ukraine not to sign
that.
Right now because the real situation is that the
transatlantic financial system is collapsing, we can have
a blowout of the financial system any moment. And on
the other side, the Pacific Asian countries are in a much
better condition; if you look at China, Korea, India,
Russia, they are going in a much better economic direction than the transatlantic association. And Yanukovych
was immediately travelling to China; he came back
with very extensive cooperation agreements, and President Xi Jinping was recently in Romania, offering to
build fast train systems in Eastern Europe, which the
EU had cancelled because they are in this total austerity
mode.
Therefore, when Yanukovych started talks with
China and Russia, the EU realized that they have only
demands, but not offers. So, now they are using a carrot
and stick, on the one side, offering financial help but
with very clear conditions. They call it structural reforms and these structural reforms would mean that
Ukraine would have to give up its state-owned properties, it will have to privatize, it would have to apply the
usual conditionalities, which always cut the social
aspect of the economy.
But they are combining it with the blackmail, what
they are calling sanctions, which are aimed to put pressure on the oligarchs in Ukraine who have obviously
money accounts in offshore countries, and by threatening to freeze these accounts and to deny visas for traveling abroad, they are trying to put pressure on these financial forces of the oligarchic elements in Ukraine.
So, it is extremely dangerous and can only lead to a
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catastrophe, because I think that the argument of the
Russians, to say that the Eurasian Union is much less
integrated than the EU [is right], and the whole argument that Putin wants to reassemble the Soviet Union is
really absolutely wrong.

Glazyev Exposes
U.S. Hand in Ukraine
by Rachel Douglas
Feb. 6—Russian Presidential advisor Academician
Sergei Glazyev reported that the United States is funding and training the armed opposition in Ukraine, and
that a 1994 Russian-U.S. agreement gives Russia the
legal basis to take action in the situation, if necessary.
Glazyev made the statements in an interview with the
Ukrainian edition of the Russian paper Kommersant,
published today.
Glazyev’s remark about the 1994 treaty is being
hugely misreported in the British and American press
as a Russian threat. In fact, what Glazyev said in reply
to a question about possible “active intervention” by
Russia, is that Russia and the USA are obligated to take
action in situations like the present one: “We should
recall the 1994 Budapest Memorandum on Security Assurances, adopted in connection with Ukraine’s adherence to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. All parties to it undertook to protect the territorial integrity and
security of Ukraine. Under this document, Russia and
the USA are guarantors of Ukraine’s sovereignty and
territorial integrity and, frankly speaking, are obligated
to intervene when this kind of conflict arises. But what
the Americans are up to now, unilaterally and crudely
interfering in Ukraine’s internal affairs, is a clear breach
of that treaty. The agreement is for collective guarantees and collective action.”
This statement came after Glazyev had laid out the
enormous dimensions of unilateral U.S. interference
in Ukraine: “According to our information, American
sources are spending $20 million a week on financing
the opposition and the insurgents, including for weapons. It has been reported that the guerrillas are briefed
on the grounds of the U.S. Embassy, that they are
being armed. Of course this is unacceptable, and it
needs to be investigated.” Glazyev said that U.S. AmEIR February 14, 2014

of action. Otherwise, the country will be plunged
into chaos.” He said Yanukovych had done all he
could to avoid violence, in contrast to the opposition, and accused leaders in western Ukraine of
being “separatists.”

Averting a Catastrophe
In reply to a question about what steps might
now avert catastrophe, Glazyev said that the fact
of a coup attempt by “professionally trained,
armed storm troopers” must be acknowledged.
“Secondly, the West should stop its blackmail
and intimidation, such as [U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Victoria Nuland] has been engaged
in, during her meetings in Kiev with the oligarchs, as well as with representatives of the
President and the government. Our information
Dr. Sergei Glazyev, an economist and advisor to President Putin,
is that, at these meetings, she let people know
charged that the U.S. is funding and arming the opposition in
that they would land on blacklists, if President
Ukraine.
Victor Yanukovych did not hand the governance
of the country over to the opposition. This is
bassador Geoffrey Pyatt’s published interview about
blackmail, which has nothing in common with internahis “100 percent certainty” that Ukraine would ultitional law. This is not merely interference in domestic
mately sign its Association Agreement with the EU
affairs. This is an attempt to control Ukraine.”
was suspicious, in that “here you have an AmbassaThirdly, Glazyev urged, “The West should accept
dor, who declares with certainty that Ukraine will
Moscow’s proposal to establish a trilateral system of
sign the agreement, as if he, rather than the Ukrainian
consultations among the EU, Russia, and Ukraine, conleadership, were to decide this question. But the
cerning Kiev’s foreign trade and economic cooperation
Ukrainian leadership decided not to sign this unnatuin the future.” He pointed out that the vehement stateral agreement, because that document is a pathway to
ments against this by Polish Foreign Ministry Radocatastrophe.”
slaw Sikorski and others are not the only opinions
within the EU countries.
An Attempted Coup
Glazyev said that Russia is concerned that Ukraine
Glazyev called the opposition movement “an atshould not split apart, but said that some form of fedtempt at a coup d’état, at the violent overthrow of the
eralism could be introduced to give significant powers
government,” in which public buildings have been octo the main regions of the country, including over budcupied and an attempt has been made to storm the Presgets and, to some limited extent, international relaident’s offices. “This comes under the definition of a
tions. He cited the example of Greenland, which
coup according to Ukrainian law and international
enjoys substantial autonomy from Denmark and is not
law,” he said. “Everybody is afraid, for some reason, to
part of the EU, unlike Denmark itself. Western and
call things by their names. The West calls terrorists and
eastern Ukraine could have different economic relaputschists ‘activists’ and tries to portray them as peacetions with the EU and Russia, Glazyev said. “Today,
ful demonstrators. . . . The authorities, in turn, are not
economic, cultural and human ties between the refulfilling their duty to defend the state, negotiating with
gions of eastern and western Ukraine are less than the
putschists as if they were law-abiding citizens.” Asked
links between southeastern Ukraine and Russia and
if President Yanukovych should now use force to clear
between the western regions and the EU,” he said, and
the protesters, Glazyev said: “As for starting to use
suggested that the eastern regions might want to join
force, in a situation where the authorities face an atthe customs union of Russia and other Eurasian natempted coup d’état, they simply have no other course
tions.
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